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FORWARD 
Most coaches love helping clients 
achieve goals, but struggle to grow 
their client base.  Great coaches often 
hear grateful clients say, “I wish I 
could get you to coach the rest of my 
team.” But, unfortunately, most 
clients think they can’t pay you what 
you are worth to coach their junior 
team members. 

Recent innovations have created a 
new coaching market segment 

powered by technology.  Cloud and mobile technologies dramatically improve 
your ability to offer this coaching at lower prices and better margins.  You just 
have to leverage the right technology to make it work. Right now, you have the 
opportunity is to disrupt the $100B training industry with coaching models that 
require less of your time and which are much more accountable, scalable, and 
supportive than ever before. These new models can be an extension of the coaching 
relationship, allowing you to reduce your personal coaching time with the help of 
scheduled and just-in-time Artificial Intelligence. This market segment is growing 
rapidly, and new entrants are already lowering the cost of coaching with less 
sophisticated technology than what is available to you through LeaderAmp.  This 
eBook outlines the business innovations that allow you to grow your coaching 
practice quickly and profitably while deepening relationships with your best 
clients. 

 
 

Matt Barney, Ph.D. 
CEO & Founder 

LeaderAmp 

Jamie Madigan, Ph.D. 
Product Lead 
LeaderAmp 
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CHAPTER 1: A HIGH GROWTH MARKET 
If you’re reading this short eBook, you care about maintaining your reputation for 
excellent coaching.  And you want to maintain that quality while growing your 
business and deepening relationships with your best clients.  This chapter will give 
you a blueprint for successfully growing your business, even in the face of the 
threats in today’s marketplace. 

Why is there so much interest? 
Since 2015, investors have    
injected over 60 million dollars     
of venture capital into    
tech-powered coaching. The   
demand for coaching has    
exploded in the last few years      
for several reasons. First, most     
professionals view a company’s    
investment in coaching as a sign      
that someone is so valuable that      
they’re worth developing. But,    
historically, only executives have received coaching because companies couldn’t         
afford it for everyone else. In many companies, having a coach is a key support               
system to navigate stormy waters, have a sounding board, transition back from            
maternity leave and/or keep people accountable for the developmental actions they           
must take to achieve their goals.  

Second, most employees also know that formal training programs, books, and           
mentoring can be helpful and even necessary to develop. But these formal            
resources are never sufficient. Formal developmental materials don’t help people          
transfer new behaviors or skills into their busy lives, create new habits, or help              
them get “unstuck.” Even highly trained professionals like physicians and lawyers           
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require residencies and internships with senior mentors in order to perform with            
full proficiency. Coaching is the other type of intensely personalized form of            
support that can help shape a novice into a fully-proficient performer. Coaching is             
focused on helping a client achieve goals, and if those goals are developmental             
then practice is required. When clients practice deliberately and reflect upon what            
they learned, coaches can be especially effective in helping take their goals to the              
next level.  

Most employees and managers know that while training classes are affordable and            
often desirable, a one-size-fits-all training class cannot provide tailored,         
personalized support. Only coaching is really effective at shaping behavior to the            

full level that people require to      
perform successfully, overcome gaps,    
or get promoted. 

Third, technology-powered coaching   
firms have recently pioneered several     
new markets. The first is video      
coaching that is less expensive and      
less personal than traditional,    
in-person coaching. They’ve lowered    
the costs by lowering the skill levels       

of coaches requiring lower pay, and by eliminating travel. Their coaching           
technology typically leverages email or has an app with resources to help with             
scheduling video coaching sessions. 

These coaching firms have also pioneered coaching as a benefit. Having a coach is              
so sought after that it can be a fresh way to attract and retain hard-to-find, scarce                
talent such as lawyers, researchers, or engineers. Companies like         
GlaxoSmithKline have found that investing in coaching as a benefit can be            
particularly valued by women and other under-represented groups that can greatly           
benefit from coaching to help navigate their unique workplace challenges.  
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While traditional coaching has been either corrective or developmental, this new           
market offers a bundle of coaching licenses or hours as part of an employee’s              
cafeteria-style benefits package. Smaller firms buy a certain number of hours and            
either allocate them to employees or offer them on a first-come-first-served basis.            
Some of the largest firms even allow unlimited coaching to their high potentials             
because it is so inexpensive. Tech-powered coaching firms sell 100 or more            
coaching seats at a time to these larger firms - much like how training classes are                
traditionally sold.  
How are your competitors growing faster than you?  

It should not be a surprise that the VC-backed coaching corporations prefer lower             
skilled coaches who command lower pay since it maximizes returns on VC            
investments and coaching may not be their core competency. We can think of             
these kinds of providers as “discount coaching startups.” But that’s only part of the              
story.  

These companies are also leveraging new technologies --both in web browsers and            
on mobile devices-- to help make coaching more convenient and to better nudge             
clients towards completing tasks    
between coaching sessions. Finally,    
these coaching corporations have    
devised new business models and     
have found new market niches that      
coaching has not historically utilized. 

Because these discount coaching    
startups are funded by venture     
capitalists, they have deep marketing     
pockets and are already threatening the ability of coaching firms like yours to             
compete. Sure, you can lower your prices, coach via phone and video conference             
calls, but these new competitors have already innovated beyond those basics.           
They’re selling bundles of coaching seats and can better demonstrate client           
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engagement between coaching sessions. And they’re trying to compete with you           
on price. This business scenario should remind you of the growth of Walmart. As              
its low-price engine entered new cities, the retailer shut down the mom-and-pop            
craft stores that were previously the low price leaders. The only firms that             
survived Walmart and now Amazon Prime are those that compete on value - a              
combination of quality and price.  

 
Where are your competitors weak? 

You have your own differentiators that separate your coaching from your           
competitors. Most  
coaches have  
unique relationships  
with clients they’ve   
worked with in the    
past. You also have    
unique credentials,  
testimonials from  
satisfied coachees,  
and skills unique to    
your style of   
coaching. If you   
have partners or   
subordinates in  
your coaching  

practice, they too will have their own unique niche areas and selling points. And              
so do other coaching companies.  

What can set you apart from these fast-growing, low-priced competitors? They           
have several serious limitations, as detailed in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Discount Coaching Limitations & Opportunities 

Weakness Coaching Firm Opportunity 

Inflexibility Discount coaching firms are focused on low cost, not on quality or customizability. 
LeaderAmp is the only solution on the market that empowers you to personalize with your 
own Artificially Intelligent coaching, branding, reports, and other features.  Only 
LeaderAmp allows you to have entirely different coaching processes and practices on the 
same, simple cloud/mobile platform. 

Untrustworthy The bargain coaching firms you are now competing with have not built their platforms on 
psychological science and their assessments are typically attractive but hollow and 
unvalidated.  LeaderAmp uses the latest computer-adaptive assessments that are short, 
accurate, and easy to use.  This is especially important with 360-degree surveys that tend to 
say more about the rater than the target of the ratings unless they’re calibrated for bias, as 
LeaderAmp’s are. 

 

Your most important clients typically want some kind of customization for the            
coaching they’re getting. After all, personalization is a key benefit of coaching            
over standardized development experiences gotten from books, classes, and videos.          
The fact that the discount     
coaching firms cannot expand or     
adjust their content or brand to      
your standards or those of your      
clients is an opportunity for you      
to better serve your clients by      
leveraging a flexible platform.    
Similarly, as you might imagine,     
the discount coaching firms    
typically pay less for lower     
skilled and sometimes uncertified    
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coaches. This lowers the probability that clients will achieve their goals, and can             
undermine relationships.  

Another weakness of discount coaching firms that you can use to win business             
over them is the fact that they do not use the latest science and advances in                
artificial intelligence. By leveraging the latest science and using a technology           
platform that extends your relationships and those of your partners into clients’            
daily lives, you stand a good chance of outperforming your competitors. 
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CHAPTER 2: SCALING RESPONSIBLY  
Lowering the cost of coaching by      
hiring junior coaches or slashing     
your hourly rate is easy but it       
sacrifices quality and margins.    
When you have relationships with     
existing clients that you don’t want      
to damage, you can’t compete by      
simply lowering the quality of the      
coach or reducing how much time      
the coach spends with the client. Instead, allowing LeaderAmp’s latest          
technologies to extend your relationship with clients can improve your coaching in            
critical ways.  

Scheduled AI: eCoaching 

Between coaching sessions, clients receive     
expert-written, artificially intelligent eCoaching    
statements tailored to their specific goals and       
proficiency levels. LeaderAmp has developed its AI to        
calibrate these digital coaching prompts based on       
assessment results, and each client can schedule mobile        
push notifications on the days and times they prefer to          
practice. 

Scheduled Nudges: Journaling 

On the days that a client practices, they also schedule a           
time when they want LeaderAmp to remind them to         
reflect on the lessons they’ve learned. These thoughts        
and insights are then captured in a digital journal         
within the app. Most leaders prefer to complete        
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journal entries using the voice-to-text features of their mobile devices like Apple’s            
Siri because it’s easy and feels natural, but using a keyboard or keypad are also               
options. As soon as the client finishes a journal entry, coaches can privately see              
how he or she is doing via a private coaching dashboard. Based on what they see,                
coaches can then proactively praise, nudge, or redirect as appropriate. 

Scheduled AI: Nurture Notes 

Another way you can ensure a high quality coaching experience is by employing             
AI that is built to leverage the support that your clients receive from others              

between coaching sessions. Managers,    
mentors, and other well-wishing    
supporters can elect to receive     
artificially intelligent emails suggesting    
specific actions they can take to support       
a particular client’s goals, given his or       
her proficiency level. The more     
encouragement, wisdom, and other    
support coaches can direct to clients in       
this way, the more likely they will be to         
develop. LeaderAmp is the first tool to       
mass-personalize the support for    
stakeholders around a learner to improve      
the developmental scaffolding that    

clients receive. 

Spam-Free 360 

In the past, it was a pain for coaches, clients, and companies to collect 360-degree               
surveys. Stakeholders felt harassed or spammed, and the process took too long.            
LeaderAmp flips the process upside down. Before coachees use the LeaderAmp           
software, they speak with stakeholders and let them know how much their support             
will be appreciated. If well-wishers agree, the coachee can nominate them from            
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within the LeaderAmp app to complete the 360 and also send Nurture Notes. The              
leader is accountable for securing support, including 360 ratings and ongoing           
assistance with the new skill or behavior. What’s more, the coach can track the              
coachee’s success in doing so from the coaching portal.  

Just-in-Time Coach Simulator 

Before student pilots take flight in a real        
airplane or helicopter, they practice for many       
hours in a simulator. Similarly, LeaderAmp      
now has an Instant Persuasion Coach based on        
the science of Professor Robert Cialdini, the       
world’s foremost authority on ethical     
persuasion. Clients can simply use natural      
language to tell an AI chatbot how they plan on          
being persuasive in an upcoming situation or       
how they tried to be persuasive in a past         
situation. The Instant Persuasion Coach is      
programmed to take in this information and       
explain to the client how well they were using         
Cialdini’s principles of persuasion. It will even       
tell them how to improve.  

By letting clients seeking to become more       
persuasive first practice with an AI coach       
simulator in a no-risk situation, they can get        
immediate feedback and improve before they persuade in real life. 

Automation and Acceleration of Coaching Logistics 

The LeaderAmp system automates or streamlines many of the logistical tasks that 
are required for high quality coaching. In addition to automatically feeding AI 
eCoaching to clients on a schedule, coaches can use the system to schedule 
assessments and reassessments that are taken right on the client’s mobile device. 
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Clients are accountable for nominating stakeholders for 360-degree assessments 
and Nurture Notes, freeing coaches up to focus on coaching instead of paperwork 
and logistics.  
 
Clients and stakeholders also reap time-saving benefits from LeaderAmp’s unique, 
computer-adaptive testing and rating calibrations. These cutting-edge techniques 
increase the accuracy of assessments while simultaneously shortening the time 
needed to complete assessments down to a few minutes instead of an hour or more. 
 

Certified LeaderAmp Method (CLAM) Credentials 

This new, high touch, and high technology approach is ideally suited to extending             
your relationship (and that of your subordinates or value chain partners) into the             
daily lives of clients. The approach leverages all of your existing coaching skills             
while adding some new abilities and tools to your repertoire. LeaderAmp’s CLAM            
designation is awarded to individuals who learn the latest science of leadership            
potential and performance, and the methods used to manage asynchronous mobile           
coaching relationships.  

Using a flipped classroom approach, you access a set of videos created by             
LeaderAmp’s founder, Dr. Matt Barney, and then participate in two video coaching            
sessions with him to gain full proficiency. The CLAM designation is awarded            
after demonstrating that the first client is significantly improved at the end of a              
LeaderAmp engagement. 

In-App Chat 

Rather than sending emails that trigger spam filters or leaving voicemails that get             
overlooked, clients and coaches can send each other push notifications. Clients           
will automatically be notified by their mobile devices when new messages arrive            
and can respond wherever they are, whenever they like. Coaches can proactively            
pin information near the client’s journal and respond to questions or specific            
learnings from the client’s private journal entries. 
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Tools for Managing and Tracking Across Clients 

Coaches and corporate administrators have long been frustrated by not knowing           
how clients are doing between coaching sessions. This can make coaching feel            
like a once-in-a-while check-in instead of helping clients develop regular, effective           
practice habits and ingrained mindsets about their development. Precious time may           
also be spent catching up and reviewing what the client is doing between live              
coaching sessions instead of focusing on the efficacy of practice and making            
recommendations for how to do it better. 

By tracking what clients are journaling, whether or not they’re managing           
stakeholders well, and whether they’re ready for re-measurement, coaches can          
proactively mitigate risk with 4-5 times more clients than they could without            
LeaderAmp. A simple and powerful coaching dashboard puts information about all           
your clients at your fingertips and it even includes tools for filtering and managing              
clients across different client organizations. 
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The LeaderAmp Coaching Dashboard 
 

 

Tools for Managing and Developing Coaches and Programs 

Those who administer and oversee coaching activities using LeaderAmp for your           
firm also have their own administrator’s dashboard. Here they can manage risks            
across multiple programs, clients, and coaches in order to focus their limited time             
on the weakest links and recognize the most effective coaches. 

This can be critical for assisting and developing more junior coaches and making             
sure that their clients are seeing the results you expect. Risks, milestones, and             
missed (or met) commitments are available to be be reviewed and taken action on. 

This “live dashboard” allows the administrator to quickly see the biggest risks, and             
immediately drill into the details of why the risk is present, and how to best resolve                
it - before it is too late. 
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The LeaderAmp Administrator Dashboard 
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CHAPTER 3: UPSELL AND CROSS SELL  
 
When combined with your previously successful approaches to selling coaching, 
the new technologies discussed in the previous chapter amplify your business 
models and growth trajectories. This chapter offers some guidance for talking 
about those tools and technologies with clients in ways that will help you sell more 
and increase your value to them.  
 

Testimonials 

Written or video acknowledgments 
about the value clients found in 
coaching can help you renew 
contracts with corporate buyers or 
show others what you can do for 
them.  Testimonials are especially 
powerful in two situations.  The first 
is when a prospective client is highly 
similar to other future prospects you’d 
like to coach.  When people are 
unsure what to do in an uncertain 
situation (like buying a coach for the 
first time or switching to a new coach) 
they look to similar others to decide what’s right for them.  The second situation in 
which testimonials are especially convincing is when the endorsements are from 
trusted experts.  The LeaderAmp platform was built by organizational 
psychologists, who are experts on coaching and measurement. When the 
LeaderAmp platform measures your clients, you can show the most accurate and 
precise form of evidence available today.  
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Follow-on Coaching 

Every coach is honored when a client renews an agreement.  While no great coach 
wants to be a parasite or suggest services where none are warranted, there are times 
when you can continue to help clients achieve their next set of goals.  By 
holistically measuring all of their relevant attributes early in the relationship, you 
have an opportunity to revisit the many places where you could both continue to 
work together. 
 
High-touch, high-tech coaching also gives you many previously unavailable 
options for follow-on coaching.  If a given client needs coaching in an area that is 
not your expertise, but someone else on your team is ideally suited to that type of 
coaching, a platform like LeaderAmp allows you to move a client to a new coach 
while preserving all the historical assessments, journaling, and chat messages from 
all prior coaching engagements.  In this way, the LeaderAmp platform is the first to 
allow coaching companies the possibility of moving clients seamlessly between 
coaches without losing any of the historical contexts.  Multi-year clients are likely 
to have evolving goals and needs, so this is a key way to lengthen the relationships 
you have with clients in a mutually beneficial way. 
 

Specialty Coaching  

As you grow your network or coaching practice, you may choose to hire or refer 
coaches with a specific set of 
coaching skills that are well 
matched to a given client’s needs. 
If someone from the sales 
department is trying to improve 
their marketing skills, for example, 
you might assign them a coach with 
this unique expertise. Once they’ve 
mastered those goals, they may 
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switch coaches to someone who is better at coaching leadership. Or perhaps you 
have a leader who needs to go on an expat assignment and she could use some 
cross-cultural coaching to help make the transition.  
 
As noted in the section on follow-on coaching, having a network of specialty 
coaches inside or aligned with your coaching practice can help clients who wish to 
preserve past assessment, journaling, and chat information.  With a client’s 
permission, the same client can have one permanent record where they can reflect 
on their past successes, their growth curve, and continue to develop even with 
different specialty coaches. 
 

Human Capital Growth Reports 

By using a software platform that 
automatically re-measures your 
clients, for corporate business to 
business sales, you have a unique 
opportunity to revisit overall 
progress.  Whether you’d like to 
revisit progress each quarter or 
ultimately look at growth curves 
across an entire year, this sort of 
analysis helps transition coaching 
from a point solution or mere 
developmental investment to a human capital supply chain analysis.  The ultimate 
question for clients is whether or not coaching is both working well and is 
sufficient to realize future talent needs due to retirements, succession plans, and 
turnover.  The LeaderAmp platform has customizable reports for looking at the 
trends of your client’s talent development.  
 
These reports give you a new way to offer consulting services that frame coaching 
investments.  This strategic frame for selling coaching is an enormous opportunity 
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to “upsell” your services by looking at the overall coaching results across all parts 
of a client’s business.  It helps you assist clients in anticipating likely retirements, 
turnover, or growth that will require the development of key talent, some of which 
should be in coaching.  By matching your coaching to the company’s strategic 
talent forecast, you can provide an intimate, point solution to helping them grow 
hard-to-fill or risky talent positions. 
 

The Blending of Training and Coaching 

To help your clients achieve some of their goals, hybrid solutions are sometimes 
required that blend coaching with other forms of development like training or 
stretch assignments.   For example, persuasion and influence novices are best off 
first reading Robert Cialdini’s books, then taking his two-day class, and then 
working with a coach to make sure they’re fully able to apply his deceptively 
simple techniques to their real-world work.  In this way, platforms like LeaderAmp 
are now able to help you scale training and coaching to not only efficiently upskill 
the basics, but mass-personalize people’s on-the-job application of new skills. 
 

CONCLUSION 

Until recently, coaching was a handcrafted, interpersonally intense way to help           
individuals achieve their goals.  

Today, that interpersonal intensity    
and bespoke development are    
both amplified by new    
technology. By combining   
in-person, video, and mobile    
artificially intelligent models for    
coaching, you can offer your     
services to many more clients     
than ever before. This is crucial      
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for small and medium-sized coaching firms to disrupt the $100M training market            
that generally does not transfer to people’s jobs and lives. Because these sorts of              
coaching models allow a single coach to handle 4-5 times more clients with less              
touch time, it also allows for better margins for coaching firms while providing a              
predictable path to sustainable growth.  

Coaching firms that only focus on C-suite coaching may not be very affected by              
these technological innovations in the short run. But the middle manager and early             
career employees are clamoring for a more affordable and effective solution. The            
coaching discounters have achieved lower cost but at the expense of quality.            
Platforms like LeaderAmp allow you to maintain and deepen the coaching           
relationships you already have while offering coaching to thousands of more           
people than you could ever do with one-on-one or video coaching alone. 

ABOUT LEADERAMP 

LeaderAmp is an award-winning,    
enterprise-ready platform for mobile    
coaching, assessment, and journaling. It     
complements individual, mobile and    
group coaching by embedding better     
coaching into people’s daily work lives.      
The current version includes 18 areas of       
leader potential and performance. It can      
be further customized to different     
coaching areas, workflows, and user     
interfaces. 

Find out more or ask for a demo at         
www.leaderamp.com 
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